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Introduction 
Dozens of excellent papers have recently been written that describe best 

practices for publishing journal articles with undergraduates (see “ Engaging 

Undergraduates in Publishable Research: Best Practices,” Frontiers in 

Psychology ); for the most part, these involve students as co-authors in 

general rather than as lead authors. In this paper, I specifically focus on how 

to guide undergraduates through the process of first authorship. After 

describing potential barriers, I discuss issues of authorship contribution 

before outlining several successful strategies I've developed during my 24 

years of collaborating with undergraduates. Although mentoring students to 

be first authors can be challenging, the rewards can also be immense—for 

both the students and the faculty mentors who are up to the challenge. 

The Undergraduate First Author: a Unicorn? 
A literature search revealed not a single article on the topic of 

undergraduates publishing as first author. Without any data, it's hard to 

know for certain how common it is for undergraduates to publish as first 

authors, but informal discussions with psychology colleagues around the 

world who collaborate with undergraduates (and examinations of faculty 

vitae) suggest that it is far less common than undergraduates publishing as 

non-lead authors. 

Barriers (Real or Perceived) to Undergraduate First 
Authorship 
Because it is rare to see undergraduate first authors, many faculty are likely 

unaware that at least some undergraduates can—with proper training, 
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encouragement, and careful mentoring—be capable of serving as first 

authors on papers in refereed journals. Even if faculty members are made 

aware of this fact (as I hope to accomplish with this article), other barriers 

exist. For example, many faculty work under a reward system in which 

publications (and first author publications in particular) determine tenure, 

promotion, pay, likelihood of securing grants, and job security (e. g., Costa 

and Gatz, 1992 ; Fine and Kurdek, 1993 ; Wilcox, 1998 ). The primary 

tradeoff is that the time it takes to mentor undergraduates through first 

authorship is generally much longer than the time it would take for the 

faculty member to be the lead author. The great experience provided to the 

student (see Matthews and Rosa, 2018 ), therefore, can come at the cost of 

decreased productivity (e. g., fewer publications overall, fewer first author 

publications, publications in lower-tier journals), which could be problematic 

for faculty at institutions that don't highly value faculty-undergraduate 

research. Finally, recent trends in psychological science, such as the 

difficulty of publishing single-study papers in some subfields and the “ open 

science” movement calling for large sample sizes, pre-registration, and 

replication (see Chambers, 2017 ; Nelson et al., 2018 ) can seem like 

roadblocks to publishing with undergraduates. Fortunately, faculty from 

diverse subfields have come up with creative solutions involving high-quality 

replications (e. g., McKelvie and Standing, 2018 ; Wagge et al., 2019 ), 

preregistered projects (e. g., Strand and Brown, 2019 ), large-scale single-

experiment class projects designed for publication (e. g., LoSchiavo, 2018 ; 

Mickley Steinmetz and Reid, 2019 ), and multi-study projects involving 
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student coauthors across years (e. g., Grysman and Lodi-Smith, 2019 ; 

Holmes and Roberts, 2019 ). 

Authorship Contribution and Order of Authorship 
Much has been written about the ethics of assigning authorship credit in the 

sciences and social sciences (see Maurer, 2017 , for a review), and attempts 

have been made to fairly determine authorship order by (a) surveying past 

authors about their experiences (e. g., Wagner et al., 1994 ; Sandler and 

Russell, 2005 ; Moore and Griffin, 2006 ; Geelhoed et al., 2007 ), (b) 

assessing reactions to hypothetical authorship scenarios (e. g., Costa and 

Gatz, 1992 ; Bartle et al., 2000 ; Apgar and Congress, 2005 ), (c) proposing 

step-by-step decision-making models ( Fine and Kurdek, 1993 ; Foster and 

Ray, 2012 ; Maurer, 2017 ), and (d) outlining quantitative systems that 

assign weighted points to tasks associated with publishing (e. g., Winston, 

1985 ; Kosslyn, 2015 ). The consensus seems to be that writing the 

manuscript is either the most important factor in determining first authorship

(e. g., Winston, 1985 ; Bartle et al., 2000 ; Apgar and Congress, 2005 ) or at 

least tied with idea origination as the most important factor ( Wagner et al., 

1994 ; Kosslyn, 2015 ). The “ authorship determination scorecard” on the 

American Psychological Association's website ( https://www. apa. 

org/science/leadership/students/authorship-paper. aspx ), for example, allots

170 of 1, 040 points (16%) for idea generation/refinement; 110 points (11%) 

for design/measures; 160 points (15%) for statistical analysis, and 600 points

(58%) for writing/revision. 
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Given the clear importance of writing as a factor in first authorship, and 

because students' contributions to idea generation, design, and analysis are 

often similar to those of their collaborators up to this point, I always require 

students to take responsibility for the manuscript drafts and revisions (with 

my feedback and editing help) to earn their first authorship. I am typically 

second author (consistent with the “ order of contribution” norm in social 

psychology) because I play a significant role in the publication process, but 

less than the first author. The remaining student authors tend to be less 

involved (consistent with Geelhoed et al., 2007 ) because of lack of time or 

interest, or geographical distance. Nonetheless, all authors are always asked 

to read and approve the final manuscript before submission. 

Paths to Undergraduate First Authorship 
My mentor, the late Dan Wegner (a social psychologist who ended his career 

at Harvard but started at a small liberal arts university doing research with 

undergraduates) advised me as I began my career at an undergraduate-only 

institution that “ the best undergraduates are often better than graduate 

students” because they are “ not only very bright, but often are more 

intrinsically motivated—if you hold them to high standards, they will meet or 

exceed them, and you can publish great work with them.” I followed his 

advice, and indeed have published the vast majority of my papers with 

undergraduates as co-authors, and especially as first authors: Of my 33 post-

graduate school publications, 29 papers involve a total of 68 undergraduate 

co-authors, and 24 of the 29 are first-authored by undergraduates 1 . 
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In my experience, there have been three primary paths to undergraduate 

first authorship, each representing approximately one-third of my 

publications with students. First, during our one-semester research methods 

course with a lab (capped at 12 students), sophomores and sometimes 

juniors complete two original projects and manuscript write-ups, and 

conducting high quality, original projects is a big factor (see LoSchiavo, 2018

); about 10% of my class projects lead to publication. Second, each faculty 

member has a capstone course in which they work with 5 to 6 seniors (or 

sometimes juniors) for two consecutive semesters; about 90% of my 

capstone projects lead to publication 2 . Third, I occasionally accept projects 

for individual honors theses or independent studies (independent research 

outside of capstone is rare in our department, perhaps one senior every 

several years) if I think they are publishable; about 90% of these projects 

lead to publication. 

Best Practices 
Here are some of the strategies I've developed over the years to successfully

mentor students to first authorship: 

1. Provide good writing instruction throughout the curriculum. It is crucial to 

teach good writing skills throughout the curriculum ( Soysa et al., 2013 ) so 

that the largest number of students possible has a strong background and 

the potential capacity to be first author. (My university has 1, 400 students, 

and we graduate 25–30 psychology majors annually, so with 4–5 faculty 

members striving to publish with students each year, this step is crucial). 

Our department places a strong emphasis on students learning APA style as 
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well as proper grammar (see Giuliano, 2019 ), and all instructors provide 

copious feedback on student drafts. Although group writing is popular 

elsewhere (e. g., small groups of students who write APA-style papers 

together on their research methods project), instructors in our department 

require individual writing (as well as peer review) in both research methods 

and capstone courses so that every student improves and gets the 

maximum amoun of practice. 

2. Select the most “ first-author-ready” students. I've found that it is 

important to select students with certain characteristics—those who not only 

have the strongest writing skills, but who are hardworking, independent, 

intellectually curious, and intrinsically motivated 3 . The process starts when 

I read a paper (e. g., a research methods final paper, a senior capstone 

paper, or an honors thesis) that has good results, that is “ close enough” that

I can envision grooming it into a publishable paper, and that has been 

written by a student with the characteristics described above. 

3. Explain what authorship entails. At that point, I ask the student if she or he

would like to first author a publication under my supervision (Virtually every 

invitee will have already first-authored a conference presentation with me, 

so I know that we are a “ good fit” and that they know exactly what to 

expect when working with me.). As recommended by Foster and Ray (2012) ,

I explain which contributions determine first authorship: I tell them they have

already earned authorship by making significant contributions in the idea, 

design, and analysis stages, as have their student collaborators, so they will 

earn first authorship by being responsible for writing the manuscript, with 
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plenty of feedback and supervision from me. To provide “ informed consent” 

about this decision ( Fine and Kurdek, 1993 ), I outline clear expectations (i. 

e., that they can expect to write 10–15 drafts or more over a period of 

several months, that this will be a much higher standard of writing than they 

have ever done in the past, and that at times this process could get 

frustrating and tedious) and let them know that they are free to accept or 

decline without any adverse consequences (about 95% of students accept). I

also tell them that first authorship is not guaranteed and that authorship 

order may need to be revised if contributions change (Only once or twice in 

24 years has first authorship changed; my students have generally been 

excellent at following through with their commitments.). 

4. Get them ready to write. Once students agree to be first author, the next 

step is to provide them with exemplar articles (I use past publications from 

my own students). I then set an initial calendar of deadlines (e. g., when 

their drafts are due to me, when my feedback is due to them); I usually draft 

this first and then allow students to make modifications according to their 

schedule. Finally, I have students research and take notes on potential target

journals (we then discuss the pros and cons together and decide where to 

send the paper once finished). 

5. Find time to write. Finding time to write can be tricky, because students 

are often either busy with other courses or have moved on to jobs or 

graduate school. Summers are usually optimal for both students and me. For

research methods class projects, I usually suggest writing during the 

summer after the course is over (setting the final deadline before the new 
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semester starts). If students are in town, we meet in person occasionally but 

generally trade drafts over email and have in-person or by-phone meetings 

when necessary. Writing with students who have graduated is often more 

difficult because those with jobs are busy working during the day and no 

longer in “ academic mode,” so I find that it takes more patience and 

encouragement to get them back into the writing. If they are in graduate 

school, they are already immersed in research, which is helpful, but projects 

with their graduate advisor compete for their attention. Students who have 

graduated are also more likely to be out of town, which is only a problem if 

in-person meetings (e. g., to re-analyze data) are necessary, although online 

meeting applications (e. g., Facetime, Skype) work fine. Ultimately, it may 

take some creativity to find the time and space for writing, as in “ writing 

weekends” (see Scherman, under review), but in the end, it is worth it. 

Conclusion 
Publishing with students is truly my favorite part of being a professor—the 

thrill I get upon seeing a student's name in print (especially in the lead 

position) is often greater than the thrill I get from seeing my own name. As 

others have argued (e. g., Malachowski, 2012 ; Maurer, 2017 ), when working

with students, it is best to treat them as equals and true partners in the 

collaboration process, with high levels of autonomy and a strong focus on 

student learning. In doing so, the rewards—for both students and faculty 

alike—are incredibly worthwhile. 
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Footnotes 
1. ^ Four are in the Psi Chi Journal of Undergraduate Research ; the 

remainder are in professional, peer-reviewed journals. 

2. ^ It should be noted that our department recently switched from an 

informal system in which either faculty or students approached the other 

about the possibility of research collaboration to a more formal capstone 

assignment process in which all students (during their required research 

methods course) complete a written application describing their interest in 

conducting a research-based capstone and rank their preference for faculty 

labs. This process not only improved transparency, but also provided more 

equitable information, access, and opportunity for all students, who are 

assigned to labs by fit and interest. Recent articles have addressed both the 

benefits of increasing diversity and inclusion in undergraduate research and 
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publication (e. g., Peifer, 2019 ) and specific strategies for doing so (e. g., 

Ahmad et al., under review; Chan, 2019 ; Scisco et al., 2019 ) and are highly 

recommended. 

3. ^ Approximately half of my first authors went on to Ph. D. programs in 

psychology; the other half went to law school, medical school, master's 

programs, or did not seek a graduate degree. 
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